
• Tested to keep water out of rough openings in conditions from mild to Category 5 
Hurricanes (155 mph).

• Easy installation: 3-to-4 step system for waterproofing openings. Integrates easily with 
existing water-resistive barriers.

• Dries fast: Ready for window installation in an hour or less.

• Inspectable: Opaque if applied at proper thickness.

• Intimately bonds to rough openings & substrates.

• 100% solids, no shrinking, no solvents, compatible with most spray foam.

• Breathable: Can be applied to damp substrates and the substrate can dry out.

• Weatherproof: Can be rained on immediately. Job site- and schedule-friendly.

• Constructible: Fluid-applied for ease of application in complicated details/situations.

• Self-seals fasteners.

How many times have you labored over an old-school window installation only to 
find the corners so layered up that the window doesn’t fit?

The thickness of peel-and-stick flashings can make it hard to maneuver windows 
into rough openings without ripping or shifting the membrane. If window installation 
problems let water in, and it gets past that ripped membrane into the wall, you could 
pay the price. Vapor-impermeable peel-and-stick membranes won’t let the rough 
opening dry. It stays wet, creating favorable conditions for mold and rot.

Waterproof, vapor-permeable PROSOCO R-GUARD® FastFlash® eliminates those 
problems.

New windows fit easily into rough openings detailed with the durable FastFlash 
system.

Best of all, FastFlash® dries fast, is instantly waterproof and can be applied to damp 
surfaces in adverse weather – eliminating many weather related construction delays.

This gun-grade, crack and joint filler, 
adhesive and detailing compound 
combines the best of silicone and 
polyurethane properties. R-GUARD Joint 
& Seam Filler is a single-component, 
99% solids, fiber-reinforced sealant 
that eliminates the need for reinforcing 
tapes at sheathing joints, inside and 
outside corners and rough openings.

A gun-grade waterproofing, adhesive 
and detailing compound, R-GUARD 
FastFlash® frees installers from the 
difficult “wrapping” of rough openings 
with fabrics and peel-and-stick 
membranes. Suitable for all climates, 
FastFlash® bonds quickly and directly 
to damp or dry surfaces, creating 
watertight details.

Installed as the interior air sealant, 
R-GUARD AirDam® creates a long 
lasting, weather-tight seal that prevents 
moist outside air from entering, and 
conditioned indoor air from escaping. 
This ensures that wind driven rain and 
condensed water are diverted to the 
flashing membrane and the secondary 
drainage plane instead of entering the 
living space.
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• Easy gun & spread application

• Installs on damp or dry surfaces

• Instantly waterproof

• Dries Fast
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PROSOCO R-GUARD®

FastFlash® system

R-GUARD Air Dam® interior sealant is applied 
as part of the FastFlash® system for simple 
waterproof window installation.

The rough opening detailing system that

makes window
      retrofits a snap

Architectural Record
Recognized by

as a top waterproofing product.
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Eliminates layers, laps, leaky interfaces and adhesion 
concerns that are common with conventional self-adhering, 
sheet or rigid flashing membranes.

Durable, direct applied FastFlash® makes your windows fit 
better, and easier to adjust in the rough opening.



You work hard enough.

So how about a product that actually makes your job faster, easier and gives 
you better results?

PROSOCO R-GUARD® FastFlash® for window retrofits cuts all the time and 
frustration you spend wrapping rough openings in peel-and-stick. They shift and 
rip anyway when you put the window in, and then your hard, time-consuming 
work is for nothing.

FastFlash® ends the wasted time you spend waiting for a rough opening to 
dry after a rain so you can install peel-and-stick. FastFlash® doesn’t care if the 
surface is damp. In fact, moisture makes it cure faster.

FastFlash® ends the problem of pre-cutting flashing tapes and fabrics for 
“identical” windows, only to find that two out of three pieces are too short.

Unlike peel and sticks, FastFlash® will not tear, rip or delaminate until the    
building is torn down -- and probably not then. 

Made for the real-world conditions
you face on job sites every day.

Simple Steps
to FastFlash window retrofit

4.

1.

2.

Apply pink Joint & 
Seam Filler.

Cover the full rough 
opening with red 
FastFlash®.

3.
Ready for install in 
about 30 minutes.

Seal interior 
joints with white 
AirDam®.

Invented by 
repair contractors

No peel-&-stick or 
fabric wrap can cover the 
rough opening as seam-
lessly, continuously and 
permanently as simple-
to-apply FastFlash®.

faster, easier, tougher than peel-&-sticks

The FastFlash® system seals rough openings in buildings being retrofitted 
with new windows because of water damage.

In fact, FastFlash® was invented by repair contractors who got fed up with 
replacing failed window installations with the same kinds of fabrics and 
peel-and-stick membranes that failed to begin with.

Free demos
Call toll-free 800-255-4255

 for a personal demonstration of how
PROSOCO R-GUARD® FastFlash®

• Eliminates installation mistakes and delays
• Improves productivity and profits
• Reduces project callbacks
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Instantly 
and forever 

waterproof, 
FastFlash® rejects 

water in the rough 
opening in conditions up to 

a Category 5 hurricane.


